Wrestling the Dragon: The Case for Sourcing
Rubber Chemicals in China
A study of macroeconomics in China can only help us determine the viability of China as a long-term source of rubber
chemicals.

a. Overview
When Europe emerged from the Middle Ages 500 years ago, the two most established economic powers were the
Islamc Ottoman Empire and the Ming Dynasty of China. The subsequent conquering of the Americas (1500AD) and
the industrial revolution (1760AD) laid the stage for absolute global domination by the West. Despite the end of
Western imperialism and colonization several decades ago, Western economic dominance continues today.
China has a 4,000 year old culture, 1.3 billion citizens, a US$1.4 trillion GDP, and has averaged a 9% increase in GDP
YoY for a decade. Though an inward looking culture, over the past 25 years China has joined the United Nations, the
International Monetary Fund, the World Bank, and the World Trade Organization. China has a work force of
754,000,000, a middle class of 350,000,000, does not adhere to the International Labor Organization standards, and has
received US$50 billion in foreign direct investment, surpassing the U.S. for the first time. Its three biggest trading
partners are the U.S. (21%), Japan (18%), and Europe (15%).

The Chinese economy is overheating. Total trade surged
40% YoY in 2Q04. Exports to the EU, US, and Japan rose
40.4%, 33.3%, and 21.9% YoY in the first 5 months of the
year. Despite efforts to slow investment, industrial output
realized 17.6% YoY growth in 2Q04 and 17.7% in 1Q04.
GDP growth was 9.8% in 1Q04 and 9.6% in 2Q04. The
National Bureau of Statistics pledged to improve the
quality of reported economic data amid accusations that
GDP growth had been grossly under-reported in 2003.
Whether or not the economic data is accurate is up for
debate, but clearly the Chinese government is applying the
brakes.

b. Hosting Capital
China has an incomplete system for hosting capital. Structural inefficiencies result in capital oversupply, capex
overshoot, capacity overbuild, and volatile returns on investment. Capital in China is not free to chase returns. The
minute it enters the market, it is classified as one of the three categories:
•

Government capital - exposure to almost all opportunities

•

Foreign capital - exposure to most investment opportunities since China joined the WTO

•

Domestic private capital - no global or upstream investment opportunities

Domestic private capital does not have free access to overseas investment opportunities, there is no legal and scalable
exit for Rmb-denominated private capital. Building capacity in downstream sectors seems the only thing left to do,
which explains the excess capex and overcapacity. Compounding the problem is foreign capital overflow to the same
downstream sectors which ends up in combat with domestic
private capital. However, one should never compete with
private capital in China. A simple strategy is to avoid
downstream sectors where private capital is already highly
active or is likely to become so. Competing with capital that
has no opportunity can end up ugly. When capital supply
seems unlimited, there is no such thing as a sustainable
return. One should assume an eventual overcapacity
scenario.

The rubber chemical industry is a good example. The Chinese government reports there are over 80 rubber chemical
factories in China with annual capacities over 1,000 tons/year, and in 2003 over 200,000 tons of rubber additives were
produced. Chinese factories approach Seacon regularly with offers to enter supply contracts for large volumes of
rubber chemicals. Some plants even advertise they can build a plant within 6 months to meet any rubber chemical
requirement we might have. Clearly foreign & private profit growth declines when FDI increases.
Three specific structural inefficiencies in China make it a poor host of capital:
•

The system is more capital inflow than capital outflow friendly

•

Onshore capital is segmented and capital flows are channeled into categories set by policy barriers

•

Regulated lending rate and inefficient banking system amplify misallocation of capital
The barriers to exit are the fixed exchange rate and tightly
regulated capital account. Investing offshore is a luxury afforded
only to super-sized companies and government capital. This
system seems to be crafted under the “more is better” belief …
more money is never a bad thing and why bother sharing it?
China’s capital control system is a one-way valve which traps most
government and domestic private capital onshore, forcing it to
chase limited opportunities.

Segmented capital and policy barriers to capital flow have touched
China’s rubber chemical industry. Rubber chemical manufacturers
could not directly receive foreign currency through international
trade. Rather, the manufacturers were required to use government regulated trading companies to perform all export
commercial transactions. Only very recently, since China’s entry into the WTO, have most of the major factories been
granted export licenses to export directly to international customers.
While there is unlimited downside potential for excess capacity to erode profit margins, there is always limited upside to
improve operational efficiency (asset turnover) and to leverage balance sheets in order to protect return on equity.
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c. Slowing the Economy
For more than a decade, capital supply growth has far surpassed the emergence of investment opportunities. China has
too much money to spend and trouble with high growth, conditions which force it to slow down its economy. Boatloads
of foreign capital landing in China’s fixed exchange rate system have created massive liquidity pressure and present a
challenge to the PBoC’s ability to convert liquidity. Beyond the PBoC, no other government voices are saying
“enough” to foreign capital. “The more the better” appears to be the current strategy, which will only prolong
overcapacity and excessive capex we find in the rubber chemical industry. This attitude towards capital supply
compliments our strategy to source rubber chemicals from China at competitive prices over a long period of time.
China’s government has tightened credit policy and restricted
land supply to cool investment. It has been three quarters since
the government first introduced tightening measures to put the
brakes on economic growth, and economic indicators have started
pointing to a gradual deceleration since May. The austerity
measures are targeted at specific industries and segments of the
economy to control excess investment, not to discourage
consumption. Aggressive measures targeted at slashing
investment in the steel, aluminum, auto and real estate sectors
brought down total fixed investment growth to 28.6% in 1H04
from 48% in 1Q04. This implies that investment totaled Rmb
1.73 trillion (54.6% of GDP) in 2Q04, up just 14.2% YoY.
Consumer demand remains strong, as tightening measures have
not yet led to asset price corrections or any negative wealth effect. Though retail sales growth eased in June to 13.9%
YoY from the strong 17.8% in May (SARS in 03 lowered the base), sales growth averaged 14.9% in 2Q04, the highest
pace since 4Q96.
d. Inflation
CPI inflation accelerated to 5% YoY from 4.4% in May,
pulled up by a 14% surge in food prices. A YoY increase in
the retail price index from 3.3% in May to 4.4% in June and
in the producer price index from 5.7% to 6.4% all suggest
inflationary pressure. Nonetheless, the CPI has fallen for
the second straight month (0.7% in June, 0.1% in May), and
improved crop harvests this summer should bring
agricultural prices down. It is estimated that two thirds of

the current inflation was driven by a rise in food costs. The
current high inflation is not sustainable. Prices have already
started to ease at the wholesale level, and the National Bureau of
Statistics expects CPI to drop in August. General inflation in
China should peak and begin to ease in 3Q04.
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e. Macro Imbalances
Clearly western style economic development has benefited Asia. Japan, Hong Kong, Singapore, Korea, and Taiwan are
successful, high-income industrialized economies. However, in China and India, a combined 1.5 billion rural dwellers,
close to a quarter of the world’s population, have not benefited much from economic development. At least 500 million
Chinese and Indians live on family income of less than US$1 a day. The global economy has suffered massive global
imbalance for the last several decades with respect to savings, trade, and welfare transfer.
Savings
One major global imbalance centers on Asia’s excessive savings compared with inadequate saving in the US and parts
of the West. NJA generates US$1.3 trillion gross national savings a year, runs current account surpluses of US$181
billion a year, and has accumulated a stock of foreign reserves worth US$1.3 trillion.
In 2003, Japan and non-Japan East Asia (China, Korea, Taiwan, Hong Kong, India)’s gross national savings rates were 26% and
36% respectively
2003 Gross National Savings Rates
Japan
NJEA

-

26%
36%

U.S.
E.U. (ex-UK)
Non-US Anglo Saxon

-

14%
21%
18%

(UK, Australia, Canada, New Zealand)

Japan and NJEA had combined gross national saving of US$2.4 trillion on combined GDP of US$8 trillion (JapanUS$4.3 trillion and NJEA-US$3.7 trillion), whereas the US generated only US$1.5 trillion of saving from a US$11
trillion GDP. Japan and NJEA generate current account surplus to GDP ratios of 3.2% and 5%, whereas US and nonUS Anglo-Saxon countries have current account deficits of more than 5% and 3%. Japan and NJEA’s combined current
account surpluses totaled US$320 billion, the US’s current account deficit alone was US$550 billion
Trade
The trade imbalance is characterized by Asia’s gigantic export machine and the West’s appetite for Asian goods. The
West and Japan have a gridlock on intellectual property and probably deserve it as they were hundreds of years ahead of
Asia in industrialization, and they dominate Asia either through economic ownership of their export and resource
sectors or by dictating the terms of their global trade. Japanese and Western multinationals (MNCs) have played a key
role in such economic dominance. As well as benefiting from developing Asia’s suppressed exchange rates and real
wages, subsidized infrastructure and tax concessions, many MNCs pay only “cost plus” prices to secure manufacturing
or service outsourcing contracts for “brand-less” manufactured goods or services. Marketing and distribution are left to
Western senior partners, who charge Western consumers and end-users several times the price they pay to Asian
producers. Evidence is abundant that Emerging Asia sweats and the West enjoys the fruits.
Welfare Transfer
The world is experiencing the greatest welfare transfer ever seen across geographical regions and across generations.
This transfer is embodied in the macro imbalance characterized by Asia’s aggressive exports and passive saving in US
Treasuries and other foreign assets. Asia’s obsession with exports and savings has enabled present generations of the
developed world to sustain an unusually high present rate of consumption, at the expense of present generations in Asia.
This is because Asian exchange rates are artificially low and exports are artificially cheap, and Asia has suppressed its
present consumption to subsidize buyers of its exports.
One would think future generations of Asians are the winners as they inherit vast savings accumulated by their
hardworking parents, but this is not certain. Wealth distribution benefits only the few. Poor governance means there is
a good chance their wealth will be squandered by the collective bad deeds of rent-seekers through systemic risk in
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Asia’s financial systems and asset markets. Second, it is doubtful the unfortunate future generations of the developed
world would work doubly hard in their lifetimes to retire debt accumulated by their parents. They will simply raise
inflation to reduce their debt burden at the expense of future generations of Asians who inherit those excess savings.
Finally, with a probably deteriorating demography (Asia would grow older then), lack of intellectual property and
economic ownership, and without the excessive consumption behavior of the West, Asia has insufficient economic
means to accumulate wealth.
The bulk of its foreign savings are invested in US Treasuries. Relative economic success has camouflaged the rentseeking culture that permeates most of Asia, and which typically favors politicians, government insiders and large local
corporate owners. Political patronage and rent-seeking create tremendous government inefficiencies and protect the
monopoly power of large local corporate owners. Substantial parts of the super corporate profits, regular government
spending, and government concessions and contracts constitute the “Asian pork barrel.”
The Western model has MNCs exploiting cheap labor and resources and opening markets in developing Asia while at
the same time guarding intellectual property, pricing power and distribution channels. A rapidly developing China and
India based on the same “cheap” manufacturing and service outsourcing model will facilitate and prolong Western
economic dominance.

e. Auto Industry
In the US and China, the rubber industry is dominated by the tire and non-tire automotive segments, which in turn rise
and fall with the auto industry. A look at the Chinese auto industry should give us a forecast for the rubber industry.
Macro controls introduced by the Chinese government to slow the economy are hitting the auto industry. Tighter auto
financing, aggressive price cuts, and weaker income confidence should hold down demand in the next 4-6 months.
Due to the rise in defaulted auto loans, most Chinese insurance companies have stopped selling credit insurance policies
for them, and commercial banks are wary of issuing loans without credit insurance.
Overall, only 15% of China’s auto demand is directly financed purchases. However, in the low-end small car market,
financed purchases are over 50%. In the mid-market where cars sell between Rmb 100,000-200,000, financed
purchases are 30%. In the high-end and luxury market, financed purchases are 5%. Tighter auto financing is impacting
demand for small cars much more than large cars. This tightening of liquidity supply has been the main reason behind
the cooling off in auto demand from 50%+ YoY growth to 25% currently. Strong demand growth will only re-appear
when macro tightening eases in China.
The main source of defaulted auto loans in the past was
commercial fraud by bogus auto dealers who did not even
have cars or car buyers, and exploited weaknesses in the
banking system to commit fraud on a large scale. Genuine
loan defaults by consumers are minimal. In 2002, car prices
were cut by 8% and volume sales grew by 56%. In 2003, car
prices were cut by 10% and volume sales grew by 75%. The
Chinese auto industry anticipates 20-25% growth YoY over
the next 3 years. China is committed to lower the import
tariff on auto components by 4% in 2004, and will further
cut tariffs until they average 10% by 2006. Long-term demand growth for the China auto industry will remain intact,
unless the economy experiences negative growth, which is not envisioned.
f.

Chemical Industry

Chemical producers witnessed firm demand throughout 2Q04. This is related to the feedstock cost advantage enjoyed
by local producers. Because the government’s gasoline guidance price has lagged international benchmarks, domestic
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product prices are constantly selling at a discount to international averages. Though end–users complained in 2Q04 that
they could barely cover their rising costs, they admitted that their businesses have enjoyed a prolonged period of excess
returns in the past few years because of historically low chemical prices.
It is believed that the current industry upturn was
triggered by a prolonged period of under-investment
between 1999-2002, as product margins reached the
lowest trough in the past two decades. During that same
time, China emerged as the largest chemical importer in
the world while the Middle East evolved into the most
competitive olefin derivative producer. These two
regions are expected to dominate both ends of the supply
equation and account for 78% of global ethylene
capacity (~12.7 million MT) between 2004-2007. Based
on global GDP growth projections of 4.4% in 2004,
3.8% in 2005, and 3% in 2006-2007, it is expected that
global ethylene utilization rates will surpass the 90%
threshold by end-2004, translating into peak-cycle
earnings. A minor correction may occur in 2H05 as
Middle East capacity additions from Iran hit the global market during the low season, but supply tightness should
emerge again in 2006 where utilization rates could exceed 92% at which time a “sold-out” situation is expected. If Iran
capacity additions fail to materialize in 2005, the sold out scenario could emerge as early as 2005.
Global tightening of ethylene, and its pressure on naptha crackers, could adversely effect the availability and cost of
chemical intermediates used to produce rubber chemicals. These intermediates, such as aniline, nitrochlorobenzene,
cyclohexylamine, dicyclohexylamine, morpholine, etc. have already experienced price increases.
g. Conclusion
We would summarize the macroeconomic conditions in China as the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Excess capital supply
Capex overshoot
Excess production capacity
Suppressed wages
No adherence to International Labor Organization standards
Absence of organized labor
Tax concessions
Subsidized infrastructure
No evidence of prolonged inflation
Long-term growth in the Chinese auto industry
Tightening of global ethylene supply

We believe these conditions make it a sound business decision to procure rubber chemicals from China. Seacon has
been engaged in this activity since 1996 with no regrets.
_______________________________________________

All economic data comes from Morgan Stanley Asia/Pacific Equity Research
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